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Since the founding m 1871 of the U.S. Fish Commissio l
by Spencer F. Baird, the Bureau of Commercial Fisherie
has actIvely supported biological exploration and taxonomi
research. As Baird and subsequent administrators hav ,~
realIzed, knowledge of the nature and extent of our resource.
is a prerequisite to their efficient utilization. Furthermore, ir
order to comprehend the bionomics of a given kind of animal
the biological, chemical, and physical environment must bE
properly understood.
The program of this Laboratory has been in the field 0:
claSSIcal fish taxonomy, based upon comparative anatomyj
We have studied commercial fishes, potentially commercia
fishes, and fishes which in all probability will never be 0
comme rcial importance. The justification for studying th
fir st two categories is obvious. As for the third, it include
in many instances those forms which are part of the biologi
cal environment of commercial fishes. It is also true, 0
cour se, that many species of considerable commercia
importanc e are related to noncommercial forms, and in orde
to under stand the taxonomy of any particular form it is oft
neces sary to range far afield. Once the taxonomist's mal
job was to cataloge, now it is to study evolution, and th ,
means that the taxonomist must try to understand not onl
the comparatlve anatomy but the total biology of the animal
with which he works.
The objective s of this Laboratory are to car ry out taxonom
studies on marine organisms of sufficiently high qualIty t
erve as a basis for subsequent ecological work and whic
illustrate patterns of evolution.
The staff of the Laboratory pre sentlY consists of tw
ichthyologists who are stationed in the Fish DlVision of th
U.S. National Museum where they have access to one of th I
best technical libraries and reference collections in th
world. Due to space limitatlOns in the Museum, other per
sonnel, including a secretary and an illustrator, work in
downtown Washmgton offIce building. Although we do no
now direct a field program, we car ry on field work i
coop ration With other branches of the Bur au and with out
Ide agencle
wh n such work is of benefIt to Laborator
program und r way.
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Problems
There are an estimated 40,000 species of recent fishes,
ost of which are marine. The problem of all taxonomic
~thyologists is to try to comprehend the cour se of evolution
within this vast group of animals and thereby formulate a
logical and meaningful clas sification. This task is, of course,
a joint enterprise of many workers, and our contributions
are dictated by such considerations as available material,
~nterests and abilities of the researchers, and benefit to the
IlBureau.
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Solutions

Support of the monographic series: "Fishes of the Western
North Atlantic." This series of regional monographs, published by the Sears Foundation for Marine Research, will
consist of high-quality original research upon the marine
fishes found between Hudson Bay and the Equator. A cooperative effort of many scholars, it is intended to be a painstaking
exposition of the taxonomy and bionomics of the organisms
concerned, some of which are the objects ofthe most important
fisheries in the world. The late Dr. Samuel F. Hildebrand was
on the original editorial board; Dr. Giles W. Mead, formerly
of this Laboratory, served in an editorial capacity as does
Dr. Daniel M. Cohen. Sections prepared in this Laboratory
on Clupeidae (herringlike fishes), on benthic Iniomi and on
ar gentinoid fishes are in press. Sections on Anacanthini
(codlike fishes) and certain Synentognathi (halfbeaks and
n eedlefishes ) are in preparation. In addition, we have collected
pecimens in cooperation with other Bureau activities and
tlistributed them to cooperating authors.
Preparation of worldwide monographs. Many mar in e
-ganisms are members of geographically wide-ranging
onomic groups. In order to view with proper perspective
the evolutionar y relationships of animals dwelling within a
p articular area, the relatives of these animals from other
a reas must also be studied. As a result the taxonomist often
finds himself studying an entire group when he started out
m erely to clarify the status of one or a few species. In the
fi nal analysis, preparing group revisions is the taxonomist's
most important task, for it is a systematic accumulation and
synthesis of information into a workable classification which
illustrates how the animals under study have evolved. Working space in the U.S. National Museum allows us unique
opportunities for this type of study. At present two groupmonograph projects are under way at this Laboratory. One
is a worldwide study of the Bathylagidae, little-known midwater fishes, some of which are very abundant and have been
taken from tuna and fur seal stomachs. Studies on the eastern
Pacific members of this group are being carried on jointly
with the Bureau of Commer~ial Fisheries Biological Laboratory at La Jolla, California. A second group under study is the
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Brotulidae. Although some of these fishes are found nea
shore and in fresh water, they are probably the predominan
abyssal fishes, and undoubtedly play an important part in th ~
economy of the ocean floor. There are many species
brotulids, ' although specimens are understandably rare
collections. Present studies are being aided by invaluab ~
material collected by exploratory work of the Bureau in th~
Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, ar:.d Caribbean.
Projects of immediate concern to the Bureau. Field studiel
conducted by the Bureau are often hampered by lack 0
information concerning the identity or relationships 0
organisms upon which research is being done. A project il
presently under way which will attempt to clarify the identit~
of the numerous nominal genera and species of tuna. 11
another project this Laboratory has cooperated with th.
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory a
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, on a study of the North Atlanti(
r e dfish. There is no certainty as to how many forms entel
the fishery or how they may be separated, and further worl
on this problem is necessary. Some other possible problem!
concern the identity of tuna bait fishes, and the taxonomy o.
s h r imps and fish parasites. Increased personnel and fund!
will enable us to make more investigations of this type an(
also permit us to participate, to a certain extent, in inve sti·
gations concerned with taxonomic problems that must b.
solved in the field rather than in a museum.

Informational and curator...ial services, and other projects

1. This Laboratory serves as a source of specialize(
information for the Fish and Wildlife Service, other Govern
ment offices, professional biologists, and the general public
2. Most of the collections which corne to us are de
posited in the U.S. National Museum. We carry out the tas
of processing and incorporating most of our materi al int o
the national collections.
3. Personnel of this Laboratory are specialists in t.
study of animals which are not currently part of a majo l
study program. As such they bear a responsibility to th
scientific public to answer requests. Continuing inte rest iJ
these animals results in the production of shorter paper!
from time to time.

Future Plans

Future plans call for continuation of the type of researd
noted above with the addition of at least one invertebrat/
systematist, preferably a specialist in decapod crustacean!
or bivalve mollusks. These two groups in which the Burea\
has continuing interest need taxonomic study. The increasinl
research and exploratory programs of the Bureau also deman(
the services of additional ichthyologists, and it is hoped t(
station these about the country, either in major museum!
where they will have available the necessary comparativE
material and technical libraries or in Bureau laboratories ,
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In either event they will be available to and work with Bureau
laboratories.
The National Oceanographic Prograzn now under considera'" i on within the Federal Governznent designates the Bureau as
Je agency to carry out biological aspects of extensive oceanIC
survey prograzns. Certain collections frozn this prograzn will
be handled by the Ichthyological Laboratory. This prograzn
plans for the collection of znarine organiszns £rozn znany
environznents in all oceans of the world. Personnel will be
needed to collect, properly preserve, label, and pack speciznens on board ship. On shore the znaterial will require
sorting and identification. It znight be best to locate one or
znore sorting depots in a university area where the services
of students are available, and where there is znore space
than is presently available in the U.S. National Museuzn.
Finally, the znaterial will be shipped to specialists who can
znake best use of it or who can furnish znuseuzn storage and
curating until such tizne as the znaterial can be studied. Storage
space will be a critical factor; the voluzne of znaterial wIll be
large. It will be necessary to reach an agreeznent concerning
curatorial space and funds with the U.S. National Museuzn and
probably other znuseuzns as well.
This Laboratory also looks forward to participating with
several other institutions in a field prograzn in o c eanic
ecology. Questions arise concerning the seasonal occurrenc e
of species, vertical and horizontal znoveznent, repro duction,
habitat of young, growth, and so on. This type of iniorznation
is in znany respects basic to understanding the taxonozny of an
organiszn. It cannot be gained by the study of znuseuzn colle c tions frozn scattered localities, but it would be obtainable
through intensive investigations of a few contiguous stations.
It is planned to study intensively the bottozn, the water coluznn
above it, and the fauna contained therein, at several dept h s
~or instance above the therznocline, in the therznocline, a n d
.t several depths below the therznocline). These stations will
e oc:cupied perhaps 12 or znore tiznes in a year for a per i od
f at least 3 years. An oceanic habitat has the advantage of
being a znore stable environznent than one adjacent to a
c ontinental area, for instance an estuary. This zneans , of
course, that fewer variables are encountered, thus znak i ng
analysis of the data a siznpler task. Furtherznore, such
ecological iniorznation is available for znany inshore species,
but is virtually unknown for bathypelagic and offshore benthonic
species.
This prograzn will atteznpt to take advantage of existing
facilities and will be carried on with the as sistance of znan y
specialists. Our role will consist znainly of planning a detailed
saznpling prograzn and coordinating efforts to study the data
and speciznens collected. In addition, we will furnish personnel
to collect and study sozne of the znaterial.
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PUBLICATIONS, 1951-1961
1951
GINSBURG, ISAAC.
The eels of the northern Gulf coast ofthe United States and some
related species. Texas Journal of Sciences, vol. 3, p. 431-485.
Western Atlantic tonguefishe~ with descriptions of six new species.
Zoologica (New York), vol. 36, p. 185-201.
1952
GINSBURG, ISAAC.
Eight new fishes from the Gulf coast of the United States, with
two new genera and notes on geographic distribution. Journal
of the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. 42, p. 84-101.
Flounders of the genus Paralichthys and related genera in Alnerican waters. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fishery Bulletin
vol. 52, no. 71, p. 267-351.
Fishes of the family Carangidae of the northern Gulf of Mexico
and three related species. Publications of the Institute of
Marine Science, vol. 2, no. 2 , p. 47 -117.
1953
GINSBURG, ISAAC.
Ten new Alnerican gobioid fishes in the United States National
Museum, including additions to a revision of Gobionellus.
Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. 43 ,
p. 18-26.
The taxonomic status and nomenclature of some Atlantic and
Pacific populations of yellowfin and bluefin tunas. Copeia, 1953 ,
no. 1, p. 1 - 1 0 .
Western Atlantic scorpionfishes. Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collectons, vol. 121, no. 8, p. 1-103.
1954
GINSBURG, ISAAC.
Certain measures of intergradation and divergence. Zoologica
(New York), vol. 39, p. 31-35.
Four new fishes and one little-known species from the east coast
of the United States including the Gulf of Mexico. Journal of
the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. 44, p. 256-264.
Whitings on the coasts of the Alnerican continents. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Fishery Bulletin, vol. 56, no. 96, p. 187-208.
1955
GINSBURG, ISAAC.
Fishes of the family Percophididae from the coasts of eastern
United States and the West Indi es, with descriptions of four
new species. Proceedings of the United States National Museum,
vol. 104, p. 623-639.
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1957
BOHLKE, JAMES, and GILES MEAD.
A new b1enny frozn the coast of western Mexico. Notulae Naturae
,
No. 301, Acadezny of Natural Sciencze (Philadelphia), p. 1-8.
MEAD, GILES.
The braznid fishes of the Gulf of Mexico. Zoologica (New York),
vol. 42, p. 51-61.
An Atlantic population of the zeoid species Parazen pacificus
Kaznohara. Copeia, 1957, no. 3, p. 235-237.
1958
COHEN, DANIEL.
Two new species of Bathylagus frozn the western North Atlantic.
Breviora, no. 98, Museuzn of Coznparative Zoology, Harvard
University, p. 1-9.
MEAD, GILES.
Taractes asper and the systeznatic relationships of the Steinegeriidae and Trachyberycidae. Bulletin, Museuzn of Coznparative Zoology, Harvard University, vol. 119, p. 393-417 .
A new species of inioznous fish frozn the Gulf of Mexico. Journal
of the Washington Acadezny of Sciences, vol. 48, p. 188-191.
A type catalog of the type speciznens of fishes forznerly in the
collections of the Departznent of Tropical Research, New Yo rk
Zoological Society. Zoologic a (New York), vol. 43, p. 13 1- 13 4.
MEAD, GILES, and JAMES BOHLKE.
Gobionellus stigmalopllius, a new goby frozn the Gulf of Caznpeche
and the Great Bahazna Bank. Copeia, 1958, no. 4, p. 285-289 .

)

1959

COHEN, DANIEL.
A reznarkable leptocephalus frozn off the coast of Washington.
Deep-Sea Research, vol. 5, p. 238-240.
The scientific nazne of the coznznon cod. Journal du Conseil,
vol. 25, p. 50-52.
The geographical history of argentinine fishes. Abstracts of
papers. International Oceanographic Congress. AznericanAs sociation for the Advanceznent of Science, p. 259-261.
MEAD, GILES.
Three new species of archibenthic inioznous fishes frozn the
western N. Atlantic. Journal of the Washington Acadezny of
Sciences, vol. 48, p. 362-372.
The western Atlantic jawfishes of the opisthognathid genus
Lonchopisthus. Studies on the fauna of Surinazne and other
Guyanas, vol. 2, p. 104-112.
Bathypterois pectinatus, a new bathyal inioznous fish frozn the
eastern Pacific. Journal of the Washington Acadezny of Sciences,
vol. 49, p. 290-292.
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Mead, 1959, continued:
HermaphrodItism in archibenthic and pelagic fishes
Iniomi. Deep-Sea Research, vol. 6, p. 234-235.
TYLER, JAMES.
Two new flatfishes of the genus Ancylopsetta from the Guian
coast . Copeia, 1959, no. 2, p . 139-148.
1960
COHEN, DANIEL.
New records of the opisthoproctid genus Bathylychnops, wIth
notice of neoteny in th e related genus Dolichopteryx. Copeia,
1960, no . 2, p . 147-149.
Notes on a small collection of hparidfishesfrom the Yellow Sea.
Proceedings of the Biological SocIety of Washington, vol. 73,
p . 15-20.
Isospondyli . 3. Argentinoidea (Argentinidae and Opisthoproctldae)
Report on the Scientific Results of the "Michael Sars" ort
Atlantic Deep-Sea Expedition of 1910, vol. 4, Part 2, no. 9,
p . 1-5.
MEAD, GILES, and DANIEL COHEN.
Review of: Key to the names of British fishes, mammals, amphib.
ians and reptiles by A. MacLeod and A list of common an
scientific names of fish from the United States and Canada
Copeia, 1960, no . 4, p 378-380 .
PAPERS IN PRESS
COHEN, DANIEL.
Argentinoidea, i n Fishes of the Western North Atlantic. Sear
Foundation for Marine Research.
A new genus and species of deepwater ophidioid from the Gulf 0
Mexico. Copeia.
On the identity of the species of the fish genus Argentina in th
Indian Ocean. Galathea Reports.
COLLETTE, BRUCE B.
The swamp darters ofthe subgenus Hololepis (Pisces, Percidae)
Tulane Studies in Zoology.
The darters of the subgenus Villora (Pisces, Percidael. (Wit
Ralph W. Yerger.) Tulane Studies in Zoology.
HILDEBRAND, SAMUEL.
Clupeidae, in Fishes of the Western North Atlantic. Sear
Foundation for Marine Research.
MEAD, GILES.
Proposed use of the plenary powers to suppress the generic nam
"Lychnoculus" Murray, 1877 . . . . etc. Bulletin of ZoologicaJ
Nomenclature.
Aulopidae, Chlorophthalmidae, Bathypterioidae, Ipnopidae an
Bathysauridae, in Fishes of the Western North Atlantic. Sear
Foundation for Marine Research.
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